Strong near surface scattering in land acquisition often prevents us from obtaining high-quality seismic data and satisfactory depth images. How small-scale heterogeneities in the near surface layer can affect the seismic data and the quality of seismic image is highly complicated. Based on the seismic resolution theory, we propose a method to analyze their relationship. We use the parameterized random media to characterize the near surface small-scale heterogeneities. Adopt the point spreading function of the image process as the generalized image, and use its amplitude and phase errors to judge the image quality. The migration process is used to relate the statistical parameters of the model and the characteristics of the resolution. Together they form a highly flexible method for investigating the shallow scattering problem. The result shows that the thickness of the random layer, the root mean square fluctuation and the correlation length all affect the quality of the image. The main purpose of this research is developing the analysis tool which can be used for investigating the shallow scattering problem and providing objective judgment for various methods proposed to mitigate the problem.
Introduction
In land acquisition, the near surface layer is often dominated by small-scale heterogeneities from weathering, loose sediments, or rough topography, etc. Strong scatterings generated in this layer can seriously affect the quality of seismic data and related depth image. As an example, shown in Fig. 1 is a seismic profile obtained in Western China, where satisfactory images can be obtained at both mountainous and Gobi areas. However, in the piedmont zone, the image is deteriorated due to the near surface small-scale heterogeneities. The small-scale heterogeneities affect the image from different aspects. Shallow scattering attenuates coherent energy from primary reflections, causing the image difficulty. The coda waves generated by multiple scattering add strong noise to the data. On the other hand, the small-scale structures usually cannot be built into the migration model by conventional velocity method. The high-wavenumber errors in the model cause further difficulties in focusing. This problem attracted wide attentions by both industry and research communities. Various methods were proposed to solve this problem. However, there is lack of an effective way to put this phenomenon under systematic investigation, and objectively judge the proposed methods. In this paper, we introduce the random velocity model to simulate the near surface velocity, thus can use a few statistical parameters to characterize the highly complicated small-scale heterogeneities. In the meantime, we introduce the point spreading function (PSF) as the generalized image. The PSF and its amplitude and phase spectra in wavenumber domain provide useful information to characterize the quality of the image. We then calculate PSFs numerically for given random velocity models, to create relations between statistical parameters of random models and the properties of PSFs. In this way, we parameterize both the velocity model and the image quality, making it possible to create a concise relationship between the two, and resulted method can be used to investigate how shallow heterogeneities can affect the depth image. The results reveal that, the thickness of the random layer, the mean square velocity perturbation (RMS) and the correlation length, all apparently affect the quality of the depth image. Finally, a modified Marmousi model is used to show how the shallow heterogeneities can deteriorate the depth image. On the left is the mountain area, in the middle is the piedmont zone, and on the right is the Gobi area.
Methodology
The small-scale heterogeneities can be simulated with random media, and characterized by a few parameters, in which the random spectral type (e.g., Gaussian, exponential, or self-similar) gives the distribution of scatters of different sizes, the RMS perturbation gives the magnitude of the perturbation relative to the background velocity, and correlation length gives the dominant scale of the heterogeneities. Choose right parameters to create random velocity model and use numerical simulation to investigate how the waves interacting with the heterogeneities has been widely used in seismology (e.g., Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Xie and Lay, 1994; Wu et al. 2000; Xie et al. 2005a; Xie 2013) . Resolution analysis provides measures to the fidelity of seismic image reconstructed by the migration process. The PSF gives the resolution of the depth image and carries full information that affects the quality of the image. Gelius et al. (2002) , Xie, et al. (2005b Xie, et al. ( , 2006 , Wu, et al. (2006), Lecomte Scatterings from near surface small-scale heterogeneities (2008) , investigated the relationship between the PSF and seismic illumination. Xie, et al. (2005b) , Mao and Wu (2011), Cao (2013) Valenciano, et al. (2015) adopted the resolution information to improve the quality of the depth image. Cao (2013) proposed the method that uses the image method to directly calculate the PSF. Chen and Xie (2015) further discussed this method. 
where   I x is the image,   R x is the PSF, and   m x is the velocity model perturbation,  denotes the spatial convolution. Ideally,   R x can be a  function and the image can reflect the actual structure. However, due to the illumination issue,   R x is usually a complex distribution, which smears the image and causes its distortion. In the wavenumber domain, equation (1) 
where k is the wavenumber, and  
wave-number domain. Replacing the velocity perturbation   m x with a point scatter, i.e., a  function, we have
In other word, the image of a point scatter can be seen as the PSF for a given velocity model and acquisition system, and used to investigate the effect of the entire system (the acquisition system and overburden velocity) to the image process (Cao, 2013, Chen and Xie 2015) . We will use this method to investigate the effect of near surface shallow heterogeneities to the image quality.
The Effect of Shallow Scattering on Seismograms
To test how a shallow random layer can affect the seismic data and the depth image, we use a two-layer velocity model shown in Fig. 2 to generate synthetic seismograms. The size of the model is 10 km x 5 km. The velocities in the top and bottom layers are 2.0 km/s and 3.5 km/s. The exponential type random velocity perturbation is added to the top layer to simulate shallow heterogeneities. The layer thickness h, horizontal and vertical correlation lengths and x z a a , and root mean square perturbation RMS are variables to simulate different near surface small-scale heterogeneities. A single scatter is set at distance 5.0 km and depth 2.0 km as the target. A 15 Hz Ricker source is located on the surface at distance 5.0 km. Receivers are distributed on the entire surface. Shown in Fig. 3 are traces of synthetic seismograms. As references, listed in the top row are synthetics in the background model, where the velocity perturbation is zero. In rest rows, random layers with different parameters are used to show their effects on the synthetics. In the left column, the thickness of the top layer is fixed as h=0.8 km, the correlation lengths are 40
, the RMS＝10%, 20%, and 30%. In the central column, the correlation lengths are fixed as 50 
Scatterings from near surface small-scale heterogeneities
for models with shallow random layer, part of energy is transferred from the first arrival to the coda wave, due to multiple scatterings during waves passing through the random layer twice. With the increase of scatterings, e.g., by increasing the RMS perturbation or layer thickness h, multiple scatterings gradually dominate the waveforms and turn the impulse into a wave train. In the right column, for fixed RMS perturbation and layer thickness h, changing the correlation length x a and z a also strongly affects the result, indicating the scattering process is also controlled by the wavelength versus the scales of heterogeneities. The migration imaging is based on the Born approximation. The loss of energy from the primary impulse and the development of the coda wave reduce the coherent information in the signal and generate noise in the image. 
Amplitude and Phase Errors in PSF Caused By a NearSurface Random Layer
We use numerical method to investigate how the shallow random layer can cause errors in the amplitude and phase of a PSF. The same velocity model shown in Fig. 2 is used here. The sources are distributed on the entire surface with an interval of 0.5 km. We generate the synthetic data for given velocity models, and use the RTM to obtain the PSF by imaging the point scatter. The thickness of the random layer is h=0.8 km and the correlation length 40
x z a a m   . First, we use the true velocity model to do the RTM, i.e., assuming that we know exactly the small-scale shallow structure. The result is shown in Fig. 4 , where in top row are PSFs calculated in models with RMS = 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30%, respectively. The second and third rows are their correspondent amplitude and phase spectra in wavenumber domain. The horizontal and the vertical axes are horizontal and vertical wavenumbers respectively. The first and second rows are normalized separately, and the phases are normalized to / 2   . The results show that, even with the shallow random layer, if we know exactly the structure, the PSF can still focus at the right location, although the multiple scatterings in the random layer seriously affect the image quality. From the amplitude spectra, we see that, with the increase of the scattering, the PSF loses coherent information gradually from high to low wavenumbers, but their phase errors are mostly within / 2   , which is the premise for constructive interference. Fig. 6 The influence of the near-surface random layer to PSFs. Shown in the top, middle and bottom rows are vertical profiles of the PSFs, their amplitude spectra, and the phase spectra, respectively. Left columns are obtained using true velocity models, and right columns are results using background velocity model.
In practice, it is often impossible to build a migration velocity model down to very small scale. Shown in Fig. 5 Scatterings from near surface small-scale heterogeneities are PSFs calculated using the background velocity model (assuming we do not know the small-scale structure). Comparing Figs. 5 and 4, we see that, along with the increase of the scattering, the PSF quickly lose focusing (row one). The amplitude spectra quickly lose their high wavenumber contents. The most apparent changes are in phases. With the increase of velocity perturbations, the phases quickly go to random and lose coherence (note here the phases are normalized within   ). With strong attenuation of amplitudes and random undulation of phases, the extrapolated wavefields cannot satisfy the stationary condition, thus fail to generate proper image. In top row, using the true velocity model, the increase of the velocity perturbation apparently reduces the amplitude of the PSF, but the result is still unbiased. However, if we do not know the small-scale structure, not only the amplitudes are strongly affected, but the PSFs cannot focus at their right location. With RMS=20%, the amplitude spectrum almost approaches to zero, and the phase are essentially random due to phase wrapping. Actually, these results are obtained without noises other than the shallow scattering. Considering the noise from other sources, the image is practically impossible.
The Effect of a Shallow Random Layer to the Depth Image
We modify the original Marmousi model by perturbing the top 0.5 km with a random field, and test how it will affect the depth image. As a comparison, illustrated in Figure 7a is the conventional depth image, both the forward modeling and migration imaging are calculated using the original Marmousi model. In figures 7b, 7c and 7d, the synthetic data is generated using the modified model which has shallow perturbations with RMS=10%, 20%, and 30%. However, the migration imaging is calculated in the original model, assuming we do not have information about the shallow random layer. The results show that with RMS larger than 10%, imaging is almost impossible.
Discussion and Conclusion
Strong near surface scatterings in land acquisition often cause difficulties in seismic acquisition and depth imaging. The underlying process forming this problem is highly complicated. It is difficult to put numerous factors under systematic investigation. Based on the seismic resolution calculation, we propose a method to analyze how the smallscale heterogeneities in the near surface layer can affect the seismic data and the quality of seismic migration. We use the parameterized random media to characterize the near surface layer, and evaluate the image quality by investigate the amplitude and phase errors in the resolution function, i.e., the PSF. Numerical calculations are used to create the relations between the statistical parameters of the model and the characteristics of the resolution. The resulted method is highly flexible.
We use numerical examples to demonstrate how this method can be used to investigate the effect from the shallow scattering, and evaluate the errors in the image caused by these scatterings. The results show how a variety of random parameters are responsible to the image quality, and detailed relations that the characteristic scale in the heterogeneity is related to the image of different wavenumbers. The small-scale error in the migration velocity model is vital for proper focusing. The primary purpose of this research is developing an analytical tool, which links major factors in the small-scale velocity model to the quality of the depth image. Under this frame work, various methods proposed for solving this problem can be systematically tested and reviewed.
